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SAMRIDDHI Database User's Manual
for Vocational Skills Training

Training Plan
Sub menus are placed with serial and the description of the sub menus are done accordingly. This is
the first sub-menu of T&E (Vocational) menu. After the signing of the agreement and before the
training implementation, the training provider needs to fill the training plan where we need to provide
the location of the training event, name of the member industry, sex-wise number of applicants to be
trained, dates of announcement, selection, training start and end, OJT start and end and coordinator's
name with contact number.
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Besides, T&E needs to provide the details of Main Instructor Co-Instructor as his/her name, caste
group, gender, qualification, experience, contact number and receiving certificate of ToT or not.
After filling all the information, we need to save the information with clicking on Save tab. The
information once provided to this training plan does not need to amend at all. Because, there is similar
entry format as T&E 4- 'Implementation of Training Events', where you can put the real implemented
dates. And, also can provide the real instructors' names in case of change.

Trainee Selection Interview
After getting form collected and screening for selecting trainees, interview should be held in time.
Naturally, there should be at least 50% applicants need to go through interview, more than the trainee
quota for one event i.e. at least 30 applicants.
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After getting interview, you need to fill this form, where Announcement date, last date form submission,
multiple choices of source of media for announcement of training, date of interview and location of the
interview held. This is also the form where you need to put some data on total number of applications
describing the A, B, C, & D categories and gender-wise how many totals selected for interview

In this entry form, you need to provide the information of selection committee members who scores the
interviewees as Name, Gender, Organization, Designation and Contact number. If the monitoring staff
from HELVETAS comes to observe and sits during interview he/she is not authorized to score the
interviewees, but as an observer. Other than selection committee members others will act as an
observer. After filling all the information need to Save once.

Trainee / Application Entry
Trainee application entry is the most important entry format. One need to put the all information about
the applicant as one's profile. The information entries in this form are as same as mentioned in
Application Form, so we need to first check the application form thoroughly before sit for data entry. If
there is any confusion of blank or error information, one need to clarify it from form collector or
coordinator.
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Same way, one need to compile the applications in one file with putting one cover page with indicating
information of Event ID, Occupation name, training start and end dates etc. Ensure the correct event ID
or group ID as you are going to enter data, otherwise it will be difficult to change the group once
entered.
In this entry format, first need to choose the event ID with respective year and click on 'Add profile of
training'

You will get new form to enter the new application's trainee profile as below, where you need to fill the
Name and Last name separately. Last name is the caste or Surname, and other than Surname or Last
name should put in Name box. E.g. Nita Kumari Devi Pathak. Here three words 'Nita Kumari Devi'
comes Date of birth should be fill in Bikram Sambat (BS) as written in Citizenship. Same way, Gender,
Marital Status, Religion, Caste/Ethnicity, Caste with matching the information provided in Application
Form with the options provided in profile entry. RERP project has introduced the Madhesi Eco 2
caste/ethnicity group where some castes from Madhesi belongs to. You no need to worry about it. The
system automatically indicates the Madhesi Eco 2 caste group when you put the Surname. So,
surname is must. If the trainee from Madhesi, then need to indicate Madhesi, it helps to separate the
trainees under 4 categories. Special Condition are the conditions which also help to change the
category. Those who are from Special condition jumps from Category B to A and Category D to C. But
one need to submit the proof for it at the end of this form. Only tick mark does not change in the
category. One should not skip the information of 'Migration' there are four options for Migration as
'Foreign Employee' (Working in foreign country and came in holiday, will return to abroad again),
'Returnee' (came from Abroad but not going back to abroad), 'Temporary Internal Migrant' (Internal
migrant without any proper documents), 'Permanent Internal Migrant' (Internal migrant with strong and
proper document as Basaisari Kagaj) and 'None' (neither migrant nor returnee, fully local)
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Since this is the profile entry, one need to give full information of the applicant. Here one need to fill the
information about the temporary and permanent address. Permanent address will be as per the
citizenship and if the temporary address is same as permanent then one can press the 'Same as
permanent' tab. One can also fill the contact person's name and number in case of any, if the
applicants are from any referral.

The form continuously entered with applicant's education. The Poverty Probability Index (PPI) is the
most important part of the form, which ranks the applicants from 1 to 30. This is only the base for
selecting participants for vocational skills training. There are 10 questions of information to be filled as
number of family, recent income source of family head, information about the bedrooms in house,
house made up with, type of roof of the house, provision of kitchen, type of cooking stove, type of toilet,
numbers of types of phones using ad having cultivated land or not. If there are missing data, then the
system does not save the information.
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This profile entry form asks about the employment status of the applicant, if yes, then need to fill the
source of income and Employer/Employment linked with left side Occupation / Trade column and fill
the total yearly income at the last column. It automatically adds the sub-total so not need to fill the box.

Same way, one need to fill the incomes of other family members than the applicants mentioning the
number of family in income source indicating left 'Occupation / Trade' column and total yearly income
at last column. Here also, no need to fill the total box. And it automatically calculates the per capita
income of the family members after providing number of family members below and above 18 years.

If there is own land holding of the applicant's family then need to choose the option about the food
sufficiency. Even need to mention the 'Do not have land' in case of not having own land.
One need to fill the returnee migrant's information in case of having returnees from the family members
and mention the engagement as beneficiary, in case of benefitting from any other SAMRIDDHI
projects. Otherwise no need to fill this information.
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In case of having previous training experiences of the applicants, one need to indicate the name of
training, duration, training taken year and name of the training institute. In case of not having previous
training experience no need to fill up this information.

In this form applicants need to provide the information on reason for participating in the current training.
There are some options in dropdown list to indicate as 'work as wage/salary', 'develop own skills', 'go
to foreign employment' and if other than the listed then click 'other' and then type the reason for getting
training.
Same way, information to be filled as 'how did the applicant received the information about the training;
and 'confident of getting employment as fully/partially or not' and if 'confident fully/partially' then 'how
much per month income will be received'.
The database operator should indicate the application form filled up date as indicating in hard copy of
application form.
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The database operator should not be missed the indication of applicants selected or not as choosing
the option 'Yes' or 'No'. You need to fill the profiles of all the interviewees. One need to upload the jpg
format photo of the applicants without having blurriness and without exceeding 100 kb size. In case of
tick marking one of the options for special group at top, one need to upload scanned copy as the proof
of falling in special group, otherwise the changing of category does not take place.
Find category tab is for checking the category in case of confusing, otherwise the system automatically
displayed on the report. After filling all information, click on Save button to record permanently.

Important Note:
The most important thing to know by the T&E is that the T&E3. Applicants Entry must be entered within
10 days from training started date. While starting data entry, the start date must be saved by the
SAMRIDDHI Helvetas monitoring officers to link the event list in this T&E 3 format. Otherwise no list of
events will be seen in database.
In case of not entering the data in time the data will be locked and can not entry from 11th day. So, the
partners must be alert to entry this T&E 3. Applicants Entry format. This will hamper in the process of
first claim by T&E.

List Edit Delete
As the title says, the operator can list the entered profiles of the trainees, edit the profiles in case of
error typing or information, and can delete the data. The list can be seen after filling the below
mentioned filter boxes. One can also see the individual's information or list up as per the information
provided in below filter boxes. The Search tab will show entire list after providing the year.
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After click on search it displays all the list of trainees as per filtered specification. The window displays
the list of trainees as below.
You can List the names of trainees those entered in database, both selected and not selected. It
counts the total profile entries of the participants. You can see the list as a whole or according to the
events. You can also Edit the profiles in case of any mistakes done. The Edit function only works for 9
days, after expiring the time duration mentioned in manual is also provided in database system, it
automatically locks the Edit tab and cannot be entertained. And the profile which are duplication or
error or not want to record can be deleted. The Delete facility is not provided to the partners, rather
need to seek the help from the database focal persons from SAMRIDDHI / HELVETAS Nepal.

Implementation of Training Event
This the duplication of Training Plan format but we keep the record as real. Once the data entered in
Training Plan does not need to be re-edited. After implementing the training events and other activities
the operator must provide the information of the concerned events as mentioned. After selecting the
event ID, it displays the information about the number of trainees which were depicted from the profile
entries. It automatically calculates the Categories and counts the number of selected entries.
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Dates for the training event should be properly entered. Total training hours of vocational skills training
is 390 hours and about 3 months course. The training start date and end date should represent this
time frame including the OJT end date. That means the training end date and the OJT end day should
be same. We must enter the ward number and training venue including contact person or training
coordinators name and real contact number.
Similarly, the detail information on Main Trainer and Co-Trainer with their name, caste group, gender,
highest academic qualification, experiences in years, contact number and information about the TOT
taken or not.
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Skill test details can be entered here to make easy to enter in separate entry format as Graduation and
Skill Test Status later. In this format, we provide the information about the provision of skill test of the
occupation of that event information on form sent to NSTB, and the skill test start and end dates
including the information of assessors' team.
The entry format 'Graduation and Skill Test Status' deals with the individual trainee, the information
linkages to all the participants will be provided here not to repeat many times in skill test status entry
format later.
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This format is repeatedly needed to open and save after filling the information as per the accomplishing
of regular activities. Besides, some financial information should also provide in this format in 'Finance'
section before generating the financial report. If the information not provided in this 'Finance' section,
then the financial report will not be generated and error messages will be displayed indicating lack of
information as training cost and batches, which are the most to generate the financial report.
During claiming for each installment, T&E should generate the financial claim sheet accordingly, on
which calculated total amount including tax displays by the system automatically. Based on the
financial sheet and after final confirmation from SAMRIDDHI-HELVETAS Nepal finance department
T&E should processes for issuing Tax invoice. The recommendation of payments from HELVETAS
Nepal goes to the Project Management Office of RERP and the PMO release the payments to T&E
with approval from PM.
Same way, the other information about the installment proceeding and installment received dates
should be mentioned before claiming and after receiving the payments from PMO. Save button is
necessary to record the information as others.

On the Job Training (OJT)
This is the detail information of on-the-job (OJT), where T&E need to provide the information of
graduates who go for OJT to sharpen their skills gained from the 3 months training. The OJT period
depends on the nature of occupations. Some occupations do not demand the OJT and some
occupations must go for OJT.
To get into the format, click on T&E 5: On the Job Training (OJT) submenu of T&E (Vocational) and
provide the necessary filter as year and Event ID is the must. Fill the individual's information one by
one. In there is no provision of OJT in such occupations, then no need to provide the information on
OJT, as you have already tick 'No' in the T&E 4. Training Implementation
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Provide the year and select the event number of which group you are going to enter the individuals'
information. Then click on search to display the list of trainees. Click on the blue color text on Action
field column to go into individual's detail.

Provide the information whether the occupation of current event has provision of OJT or not. Then tick
anyone options as 'Yes' or 'No'. If there is 'No' option of OJT then no need to fill other information, only
select 'No' and Save button.
In case of OJT provision, select 'Yes' option to open the below information tabs as arrange made by,
OJT start and end date; Institute or Contractor; location of the Institute/Coordinator as District, Palika,
Ward Number and Tole including the name of contact person with contact number. Also need to
provide whether there is a provision of allowance during OJT period or not and the per day allowance.

Graduation and Skill Test
With the title, it can be predicted that there are two status as graduation and skill test status of the
graduates. Skill test is a compulsory component of the vocational skills training.
Filter the criteria and search for new entry format of Graduation and Skill Test. T&E need to fill this
form to indicate whether trainee has completed the training or not
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Similarly, the T&E need to fill the skill test status as applied for skill test or not, level of the skill test,
registration number while receiving admit card and appeared in skill test or not. After publishing of the
skill test result from National Skill Testing Board (NSTB), T&E need to open this entry format again and
enter the result of the skill test of each graduate whether one passed or failed the test. This entry
format is also needed to fill individually.

After providing all the information, one need to save the record by clicking on Save button after
providing currently using contact number, messenger ID or Viber ID accordingly. In case of virtual
verification of the graduates, this ID are most.
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Employment and Income Entry (3 Months)
After completion of the training graduates must go for the employment and earn incomes as per their
skills and as per the company's rule or governments rule. The project follow ups the graduates for six
months according to the nature of the project. Hence, it is the mandatory activities of the T&Es to follow
up by themselves and record the placement of each graduate. T&E should be accountable to the
graduates' employment.
For this purpose, T&E should enter the employment and income entry status of first three months of
each graduate. T&E 7: Employment and Income Entry (3 month) format is for the same objective. Main
entry format can get with filtering event ID or with individual's name or citizenship or trainee ID.

After clicking 'Search' tab of T&E 7: Employment and Income Entry (3 month) format it displays the list
of graduates. Data displayed with background color is not needed to enter as they are automatically
displayed by the system. Even in case of blank boxes one should not enter the data.

As mentioned before, the T&Es are responsible for accountability of tracing graduates. They are
needed to be followed by monthly to get better information.
Contact status is the information whether the T&E reached to the graduates or not. If the graduate was
reached by T&E, then more information should be provided as information collected during filed visits.
There are two options for nature of work- 'Related to the subject of training' is for the graduate who
continues the job as training taken in same occupation, otherwise if found not working in same
occupation then 'Different from the subject of training' option is applied.
It is T&Es' responsibility to facilitate the graduates to enroll in employment. But sometimes, there are
many sources from which the graduates be employed. According to the graduate's version or as per
reality, the options of 'Source of access to employed' will be clicked. It could be 'T&E contact', 'Self
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contact', 'Called by enterprise/employer', 'Employment Placement Plan (EPP)' and need to specify in
the empty box in case of 'Other' ticked.

Then the graduate's employment and income should be entered month wise. Normally, the
employment month is counted after completion month of training event. If the training end date is less
than 10th day of the month then same month is counted as employment month. This automatically
displays by the system.
T&E need to provide the information on 'Employment Type' with options as 'Not working' (in case of not
working by graduate at all); 'Wage' (graduate who have gone for Wage not permanent type of work);
'Salary' (graduate who receives monthly salary); 'Sub-Contract' (graduate who works under the subcontracting the work from Main contractor) and 'Enterprise' (graduate who leads the enterprise).
When data entry completes, then T&E need to Save accordingly. Saving without 'Final submit' with
option 'Yes', it can be edited. That mean the information can be entered on each month. In this way,
T&E need to fill total three months' employment and income status of the all graduates at once or by
monthly. After completely entering the data in this format, T&E need to Save the information with'
indicating option as 'Yes'. This confirms the information of the graduates is true and it also make valid
for three months' employment and income verification, otherwise the system counts as unemployed.
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Employment and Income Entry (6 Months)
After completion of three month's employment and income verification, the information of employment
and income for next three months of all graduates. Since, the project follow ups the graduates for six
months according to the nature of the project. Hence, it is also the mandatory activities of the T&Es to
follow up by themselves and record the placement of each graduate for next three months. T&E should
be accountable to the graduates' employment up to six months after completion of the training.
For this purpose, T&E should enter the employment and income entry status of first six months of each
graduate as done for previous three months. T&E 8: Employment and Income Entry (6 month) format
is for this purpose. Main entry format can get with filtering event ID or with individual's name or
citizenship or trainee ID.

After clicking 'Search' tab of T&E 7: Employment and Income Entry (3 month) format it displays the list
of graduates. Data displayed with background color is not needed to enter as they are automatically
displayed by the system. Even in case of blank boxes one should not enter the data.

As mentioned before, the T&Es are responsible for accountability of tracing graduates. They are
needed to be followed by monthly to get better information. As practiced in entry of three months'
employment and income entry, this six months' employment and income entry will be done same way.
Besides, in this format, there is a box showing 'T&E declared dropout' with option 'Yes' means in case
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of not working or working in the occupation in different than training or drop out with other reasons
during three months' employment and income verification jointly.

Contact status is the information whether the T&E reached to the graduates or not. If the graduate was
reached by T&E, then more information should be provided as information collected during filed visits.
There are two options for nature of work- 'Related to the subject of training' is for the graduate who
continues the job as training taken in same occupation, otherwise if found not working in same
occupation then 'Different from the subject of training' option is applied.
It is T&Es' responsibility to facilitate the graduates to enroll in employment. But sometimes, there are
many sources from which the graduates be employed. According to the graduate's version or as per
reality, the options of 'Source of access to employed' will be clicked. It could be 'T&E contact', 'Self
contact', 'Called by enterprise/employer', 'Employment Placement Plan (EPP)' and need to specify in
the empty box in case of 'Other' ticked.
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The form displays with the same employment and income information entered in first three months.
T&E needs to provide the information on 'Employment Type' with options from 4th to 6th months only.
As you are already experienced with the month, employment type, income, working in, organization,
district, palika, ward no. tole, contact person and contact number as well. Generally, the T&E should
enter the data only for 6 months after completion of the training. No need to fill the data of 7th and 8th
month, as the training modality is to monitor the graduates up to six months after completion of the
training.
If you see the form very carefully, you will find one additional tab as 'Grace period' which not mentioned
in three months' employment and income entry form. The grace period option is a facility for those T&E
who accomplished their training events with one or two months before within the training period cycle,
having enough time to final verification and claiming for the final payment. In this case, T&E can utilize
these leisure period. And, this facility can be used for those graduates who have not earning
sufficiently or below threshold as per the norms mentioned in Training Implementation and Monitoring
Manual. This is one of the saving buttons for T&Es not to be hassled with entertaining graduates as
'not gainfully employed'
When data entry completes, then T&E need to Save accordingly. Saving without 'Final submit' with
option 'Yes', it can be edited. That means the information can be entered on each month. In this way,
T&E need to fill total six months' employment and income status of all graduates at once or by monthly.
After completely entering the data in this format, T&E need to Save the information with' indicating
option as 'Yes'. This confirms the information of the graduates is true and it also make valid for final or
six months' employment and income verification, otherwise the system counts as unemployed which
will not be entertained for payment by the system itself.

Reports
One of the main objectives of the online database is also for prompt reporting. Different reports can be
generated from the database but here in Report tab we have kept major reports which are very
important for projection of the training implementation as well as to submit as supporting documents
during financial claiming after finishing the training activities in installment basis. Most of the reports
can be generated from the database. Some of the reports need to be prepared by the T&Es
themselves according to the formats attached in annexes of the Agreement.
Below are the descriptions of the reports which can be generated from the database. Because of the
confidentiality some of the reports are not presented, but demos of most of the reports are presented.

Training Plan
Training Plan report can be generated after filling the information on T&E 1. Training Plan entry format,
where there are planned dates of before and during training activities such as, public announcement,
interview, training start and end date, coordinator and trainers' name and contact number. With the
help of this report one can estimate the field visits from the SAMRIDDHI-HELVETAS Nepal.
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Agreement Annex 1
Agreement Annex 1 report is the same page that is attached in Agreement signed after awarding and
before implementing the training. In this report there are information on the number of events (group),
occupation name, level of skill, total hours of training, venue as palika and district, women and men
training quota, training cost of each occupation and category wise per capita training costs are
mentioned.

Event wise Trainee Status
Event wise graduation status report is must for first installment. This report contains the information of
each trainee with their citizenship name, gender, category, per capita income and indication if falls
under special condition/group. During entering the the trainees' profile one can open this report and the
entry errors and it also makes the monitor to verify report easily.
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Financial Claim Report
There are four financial claim report as per the installment. All the reports having same information as
list of events, occupation name, level of skill, sex and category wise total trained, training start and end
date, location of the training as district and palika, training cost and calculated incentives and per
capita training cost as per the actual graduates. Besides above information, each financial report
calculates the percentage of total payable amount as per the installment percentage mentioned in
training implementation and monitoring manual. It also calculates the VAT and TDS amount to make
easy for issuing TAX invoice by T&Es.
The financial claim report can be generated with providing different filters. The 'year' and 'batch' is most
important. Without providing the 'batch' it does not displays the report. For this T&E must providing the
batch as I, II, III … for the training events which are implemented in batches. If all the training events
are implemented in one time/batch then batch 'I' must be chosen in T&E 4. Implementation of Training
Event format in 'Finance' block. There you will get the per capita training cost, which is also must
important entry, without this, the financial claim report cannot be generated.

Event wise Graduation Status
Event wise Graduation Status report shows actual graduates' name, citizenship number, permanent
address, category, age, sex, education, contact number, special condition and indication of training
completion or not. In case of completion of training it indicates, 'Yes' and 'No' for not completing the
training. This indication is displays according to the record saved in T&E 6. Graduation and Skill Test
Status. This report is as same as Event wise Trainee Status but only difference is that this report
shows the actual graduates who completed the 3 months vocational skills training course.
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Skills Test Status Report
Skill Test Status Report shows the graduates whose form submitted to NSTB or not and who have
gone through the skill test and secure the result including receiving of the certificate in case of pass
result. This report can be generated with event wise for 20 graduates of each group. This report is
must be included in report during second claim submission.

Skills Test Summary Report
Skill Test Summary Report shows the event wise skill test status to see the aggregate data. This report
also shows event ids with occupation name, venue of training event, sex wise and which event's skill
test is not provided; of which event the result is come out. T&E's total event's summary of skill test
result can be seen in this report. All the data comes out in total figure group wise. This report also
needs to include during second claim report submission.

Trainee OJT Status Report
Trainees' OJT status report is for showing the trainees who are currently sent to OJT and in which
institute or organization or contractor they are sent and how much incentives they receive per day.
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Three Month Income Report
Three Months Income Report shows the employment and income status of each graduates after
completion of three months training. From next month the graduates are paid full salary by the industry
as there are experienced with six months continuous training course. The salary may differ based on
the graduate's skills or as per the industry's rules.
In this report each graduate's latest working place as industry's name and location with each three
months earned money/salary. Average monthly income also calculated by the system and displays at
last in this report. Besides, the information about the name of occupation, training start date, end date,
coordinator's name. This report is needed to include during third claim report submission.
The save button must be clicked after confirmation of true information entries. Graduates whom
information is saved and confirmed are only entertained for the payment and counted as graduate
otherwise counted as training not completed. In case of saving graduates' information with indicating
'No', that will not be entertained for payment.

Six Month Income Report
In this Six-Month Income Report displays all the information mentioned in Three Month Income Report.
However, it displays up to six months income status with location of latest industry where the
graduates are working. The graduates must get the threshold income as average income per month
declared by the Government of Nepal, based on six months' total incomes. This report is needed to
include during third claim report submission.
The save button must be clicked after confirmation of true information entries. Graduates whom
information is saved and confirmed, only entertained for the final verification and payment process. In
case of saving graduates' information with indicating 'No', that will not be verified and entertained as
drop out trainee.
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Photo Not Uploaded
This report is to make easy for T&E to check the confirmation of uploading photos of the graduates in
their profile. If there is no report then the information is true means that there are no list of trainees left
of which photo to be uploaded. If listed, then it indicates they are the trainees of which photo should be
uploaded. Upload the photos of those trainee and save the profile through 'List, Edit, Delete' menu.

Proof Not Uploaded
This report is to make easy for T&E to check the confirmation of uploading proof of the trainees who
falls under special group. If there is no report then the information is true means that there are no list of
trainees left of which proof to be uploaded. If listed, then it indicates they are the trainees of which
photo should be uploaded. Sometimes, we no need to upload the proof but it lists, then there may be
some mistake indication in special group check list. Go back to uncheck the boxes and save the profile
after editing the information from 'List, Edit, Delete' menu.

Palika wise Trained Report
This is the summary of trained report based with the venue as Palikas where training was implemented
during the year. This displays the name of Palika and concerned district, category and sex wise
number training graduates and total. This report is very important to see the palika wise trained data for
all stakeholders.
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Training District wise Trained Report
This is the summary of trained report based with training districts where training was implemented
during the year. This report displays the name of district, category and sex wise number training
graduates and total. This report is very important to see the district wise trained data for all the
stakeholders.

Trainee District wise Trained Report
This is the summary of trained report based with the districts from where graduates were enrolled for
training. This report displays the name of district, category and sex wise number training graduates and
total. This report is also important to see the flow of number of graduates from different district for all
the stakeholders.

T&E wise Trained and Employment Report
This is one the outcomes reports. This is the summary of trained and employed report based with the
T&Es (Training and Employment Service Providers) through which training were implemented during
the year. This report displays the name of T&Es, category and sex wise number of trained and
employed graduates. This report is also important to see the summary of trained and employed
number of graduates for all the stakeholders except T&E itself.
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Trade wise Trained and Employment Report
This is second outcomes reports. This is the summary of trained and employed report based on
occupations on which training were implemented during the year. This report displays the name of
trades, category and sex wise number of trained and employed graduates. This report is also important
to see the summary of trained and employed number of graduates for all the stakeholders including
T&Es itself. This is also.

Three Month Verified Graduates and Income Report
Three months verified graduates and income report shows the list of total verified graduates based on
sample. For three months employment and income verification, there will joint verification be
happened. In this joint verification one will represent from Monitor from HELVETAS Nepal, one
represents from the T&Es and the graduates oneself.
During the time of joint verification, T&E take the monitor from Helvetas Nepal up to the graduate who
are mentioned in sample list. There will be interview between monitor and the graduate, where
represent from T&E will not interrupt, he/she will be an observer or witness of the answer provided by
the graduate. This record or information will be kept in online database by the monitor him/herself. This
report displays the three months' employment and income records of the verified graduates. This also
indicates the status of the graduates whether they are working or not or earning incomes or not. The all
data replaced with the data collected by SAMRIDDHI-HELVETAS Nepal's monitoring officers in three
months joint verification
The report mainly displays the trade name, name of graduates, category, gender, education, age,
caste, means of verification, employment type, current employer, employed country, employment
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address, each three months income and average income, status of having account in financial
institutions, level of satisfaction from the training etc.

Three Month Income Verification Report
Three months income verification report is one of the trends of employment percentage showing
reports. With this report one can predict the gainful percentage of final or six months' verification of the
partners. This report also useful to predict the budget estimation for Helvetas Nepal. It displays the
category and gender wise total trained graduates, declared not employed, total claimed, total verified,
total gainful and not gainful result and the total gainfully employed percentage.
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Six Month Verified Graduates and Income Report
Final or six months verified graduates and income report shows the list of total verified graduates
based on sample. For six months employment and income verification, there will joint verification be
happened. In this joint verification one will represent from Monitor from HELVETAS Nepal, one
represents from the T&Es and the graduates oneself.
During the time of joint verification, T&E take the monitor from Helvetas Nepal up to the graduate who
are mentioned in sample list. There will be interview between monitor and the graduate, where
represent from T&E will not interrupt, he/she will be an observer or witness of the answer provided by
the graduate. This record or information will be kept in online database by the monitor him/herself. This
report displays the all six months' employment and income records of the verified graduates. This also
indicates the status of the graduates whether they are working or not or earning incomes or not. The all
data replaced with the data collected by SAMRIDDHI-HELVETAS Nepal's monitoring officers in six
months' final joint verification
The report mainly displays the trade name, name of graduates, category, gender, education, age,
caste, means of verification, employment type, current employer, employed country, employment
address, each three months income and average income, status of having account in financial
institutions, level of satisfaction from the training etc.

Six Month Income Verification Report
Six months for final income verification report is one of the final trends of employment percentage
showing reports. This is the main report for showing the final and aggregate gainfully employment
percentage. This report measures the success of the training and employment service providers. The
final data of this report is also used in experience certificate.
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It displays the category and gender wise total trained graduates, declared not employed, total claimed,
total verified, total gainful and not gainful result and the total gainfully employed percentage after
extrapolation the sampled gainfully employed with the entire claimed as well as trained number of
graduates.

This is an example of verification result of VST training. The second last number is respect to SN 8 is
the total percentage (83%) of the gainful employment against total number of claimed graduates after
final verification. The last number displays respect to SN 9 says that the gainful employment
percentage against total trained is 75%. This is the main score or achievement of the T&E. As
described above this is the percentage which is one of the criteria of selection in EOI for any other
service procurement in future.
Thank you very much for using this manual for your data entry process. Hope this user's manual
provided you a smooth data entry and troubleshooted the problems raised during data entry activities.

*** The End ***
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